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SUMMARY

As part of a program to study the effects of transverse and longi-
tudinal curvature on impact loads of chine-immersed models, a V-bottm
model having a dead-rise angle of 30° and the forward half longitudinally
curved upward on a radius of 10 beams has been tested at the Langley
impact basin. Impacts were n=de in smooth water at a besm-loading coef-
ficient of 18.8 with the trim angle held fixed throughout each impact.
Impacts with forward speed were made over a range of trim angles from
-3° to X“ and initial flight-path angles frcxn3.5° to 270, and a few
impacts without forward speed were made at a trim angle of 0° for several
vertical velocities.

The data are presented and analyzed to determine the extent of bow
immersion during the impacts. The curved bow was found to be not immersed “
at the high trim angles (15° and 300), only slightly immersed at trim
angles of 6° and 9°, and almost totaIly immersed at trim angles of 3° and
below. The impact loads and motions obtained are presented in coefficient
form as variations with trim and initial flight-path angles. The maximum
impact loads are shown to be in substantial =gre=ment n:th loads
by-theory
where the
predicted

for the non-bow-immersed case; howe~er, comparisons at
bow is immersed, show maximum loads that are less than
by theory for a straight-keel model..

predicted
3° trim,
the loads

.

INTRODUCTION

At the Langley impact basin a program has been underway to determine
the relations of m~el-configuration to hydrodynamic impact-loads of
chine-immersed bodies. This program has dealt primarily with transverse
shapes, the effects of longitudinal shape having been included only in
tests of a single concave-convex transverse shape (reported in ref. 1).
The investigation reported herein was concerned with @act loads expe-
rienced by a V-bottom model having a dead-rise angle of 30° and a longi-
tudinally curved bow of approximately half the model length. The bow of
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the model was curved upward on a radius of 10 beams and the model had a
●

length-beam ratio of approximately 10. This investigation consisted of
a series of impacts at fixed trim in smooth water at a beam-loading coef- P
ficient of 18.8 and over a range of flight=path angles at each of several
trim angles. The impact conditions ranged from the case where only the

,—

straight portion is immersed, through a transition case where small
amounts of bow curvature are immersed, to the case of almost total immer-
sion of the curved bow.

This paper presents the impact-loads data obtained from this investi-
gation and discusses the extent of curved-bow immersion and its effect on
loads and motions during the impact process. The loads data are expressed
in coefficient form to show generalized variations with trim and initial “’

—

flight-path angles. Also included are comparisons of the maximum loads
obtained with the curved-bow model and loads predicted by theory for a
straight-keel model. Finally, several general observations are made as
to the effect of longitudinal curvature from the standpoint of impact
loads on chine-immersed models of this configuration.

SYMBOLS -

b

Fv

model beam, ft

vertical component of resultant hydrodymnic force normal to
undisturbed water surface, lb

acceleration due to gravity, 32.2 ft/sec2

.

#

wetted model length measured from step-keel point, ft

pitching moment about the step-keel point, lb-ft -.

impact load factor normal to undisturbed water surface, ~vP
.

time after water contact, sec

resultant velocity, ft/sec

dropping weight, lb

velocity of model parallel to undisturbed water surface, ft/sec

draft of lowest point of model normal to undisturbed water
surface, ft
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P

T

cL

cd

c~

Cv “

cm

cCp

velocity of model normal to undisturbed water surface, ft/sec

flight-path angle, relative to undisturbed water surface, deg

mass density of water, 1.938 slugs/cu ft

trti angle (angle between straight keel and tidisturbed water
surface), deg

Fv
impact lift coefficient,

+ PVO%2

draft coefficient, z/b

Vttime coefficient, +

vertical-velocity coefficient, ;/;O

pitching-moment coefficient,
~ :%3

center-of-pressure coefficient,

Subscripts:

o

max

Center of pressure measured from step-keel point
b

wbeam-loading coefficient, —
pgb3

instant of initial contact with water surface

maximum

APPARATUS AND TEST PROCEDURE

The tests were made in the Iangley impact basin which is described
in reference 2 along with its basic instrumentation.

Model

The model tested was about l.1feet long tith a beam of 1 foot.
The rear half of the bottom had a straight keel and the forward half
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was curved upward on a 10-foot radius. The plan form of the step was
rectangular and the plan form of the nose was arbitrarily curved. The
model was ofsheet-metal construction with the V-bottom of wood covered
with fiber glass. The bottcm was constructed so that a transverse sec-
tion taken perpendicular to the keel at any-point had a dead-rise angle
of 300. Detail lines of the model are sh~ in figure 1, and a photo-
graph of the model mounted on the carriage boom is shown in figure 2.

Instrumentation..

The instruments consisted of an accelerometer, a dynamometer, a
water-contact indicator, and electrical pickups for-measuring displace-
ments and velocities. The data from these instruments were recorded ofi
a multichannel oscillograph along with O.01-second timing.

Accelerations were measured in the vertical direction byan unbended
strain-gage-type accelerometer having a range of t6g and a natural fre-
quency of 17 cycles per second. Pitching moments about the step My were
obtained from a strain-gage-type dynamometer mounted between the model and
the carriage boom. These moments about the step consisted of the recorded
moments (measured about the front attachment point, fig. 2, and transferred
to the step) plus the moments due to the acceleration of the mass below the
dynamometer (as calculated from the weight and center of gravity of the
lower mass and the model acceleration).

Model contact with the water was indicated by means of an electric
circuit completed by the water. Horizontal and vertical displacauents
were obtained from a photoelectric celJ_and slide-wire, respectively, as
described in reference 2. Vertical velocity of the model was determined
by means of a generator driven by the vertical movement of the bocm.

In general, the apparatus used in this test yields measurements that
are believed correct within the following l@its:

Horizontal velocity, ft/sec . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~0.5
Vertical velocity, ft/sec . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ti.2
Vertical displacement, in. ● P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*O.2
Acceleration, gunits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . “.. . . . . . .i@.2
Weight, lb . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *1O
Time, sec . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .i=O.002

Test Procedure

A series of impacts were made at fixed trim in smooth water at a
beam-loading coefficient CA of 18.8 (dropping weight = 1,170 pounds).

The impacts were made over a range of trims, velocities, and flight-path. .

.
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angles, the directions of which are indicated in figure 1. Impacts with
forward speed were made at trti angles of -3°, 0°, 3°, 60, 9°, 15°,
and 30° and initial flight-path angles ranging frcm 3.5° to 2P (velocity
range: %0 =3.4to ~.4ft/see, ~ =22.5t089.3ft/see). Impacts
without forward speed (70 = 90°) were made at 0° trim and at several ver-

tical.velocities. During each impact a force equal in magnitude and
opposite in direction to the total weight of the model and drop linkage
was applied to simulate wing lMt (ref. 2).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The data obtained for each impact in the investigation are presented
in table I along””tithvalues of load and pitching moment in coefficient
form. Since the rear half of the model is longitudinally straight and
the forward half is longitudinally curved, analysis of these data is first
concerned with evaluating the impacts as to the amount of bow”curvature
imnersed during the impact processes. Once the shape of the portion of
the model involved is understood, the variations of the loads and manent
coefficients with trim and flight-path angles can be analyzed for indi-
cations of bow effects, and compariso.lscan be made with loads predicted
by theory (ref. 3) for models without longitudinal curvature.

Extent of Bow Immersion During Impact

The extent of bow immersion during the impacts was determined from
the shape and trim angle of the model together with the draft of the model.
This method of determining bow immersion is based on the intersection of
the level water with the model and neglects the effect of water pileup.
(Ref..4presents pressure distributions which indicate water pileup to be
small for this dead-rise angle at similar impact conditions.) The drafts
at which the curved how becomes immersed at the keel and at the chine of
the model are presented in table II for each trim angle. By comparing
these geometric values of draft at bow hmersion with the draft measure-
ments of table I, the time at which the bow beccmss involved during each
impact canbe roughly established. From these tabulated values it is
seen that bow inmersion for these impacts is limited to the @acts at
trim angles below 3@, and that, at 15° trim angle, bow inuuerslonoccurs
only after maximum load and at high flight-path angles.

In order to indicate the innnersionof parts of the bow prior to.
maximum load for impacts at each of the trim angles, the variation of
draft coefficient at maximum load tith initial flight-path angle is shown
in figure 3 along with geometric values of draft at bow immersion for each
trim. This figure, which shows the drsft in coefficient form Cd, con-
sists of the geometric values at which the bow becomes immersed at each
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trim (representedby two horizontal lines) and of the experimental values
w

for draft at ni,u (representedby symbols). Because the curved bow

at the keel is involved at water contact (Cd = O) for T = 0° and -5°) “

only the draft corresponding to bow immersion of the chines appears in
the figure. Frgm this figure several observations are made of the extent - –
of bow immersion at maximum

Trti,

T3
deg

-3
0 and 3
0 and 3

6
9

15 and 30

All values
<5
>5

All values
>10

All values

.oad:

Bow immersion at maximum load

Curved keel and curved chine immersed
Curved keel immersed

Curved keel and curved chine immersed
Curved keel tiersed
Curved keel immersed

None

Figure 3, therefore, indicates that the curved bow of the model becomes
involved in the impact process prior to maxim load at trims of 9° and
below. At this bow immersion the effect of the curved bow on the maxi-
mum impact load is probably dependent upon the shape of the bottom sur-
face which is bmersed prior to maximum load. The maximum bottom surface
(excluding water rise) involved for each trim at maximum load is Kl.l.us-
trated in figure 4. From this figure it canbe seen tlmt the curved
area involved at nmcimum load is kge~ as Cw==d ~th the straight

area involved, only at -3° tr~. At 00 and 3° trim the curved area
involved at maximum load is shown to be less than one-half the straight
area involved. At 6° and 9° trim the tiinniin ctied areas involved are
nearly the same and are small when compared with the straight portion
involved.

Fran the results shown in figures 3 and 4 the curved bow of this
model configuration is indicated to be of significance during the impact
process only at low angles of trim (3° and_less). As might be expected,
the data obtained at higher trims are indicated to be the same as would
be obtained from a similar model without bow curvature as the bow was
not immersed or only slightly immersed at maximum impact had for the
landing conditions experienced.

Variation of Loads and Motions With Trh and Flight-Path Angle-” ““’

The vertical load, center-of-pressure,pitching-racment,draft,
vertical-velocity, and time coefficients are shown varying with initial
flight-path angle for each of the trinang~e~ ~f+gs. 5 t:o12). The

—

u
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variations.of the coefficients at the lower trims where the curved bow
is involved and the variations for the higher trim angles sre compared
for indications of effects of bow curvature.

In figure 5 the experimental maximum l~ds”are compared with the
loads predicted by theory (ref. 3) for impacts of a similar model with-
out longitudinal curvature. Loads predicted by theory in this manner
are Lhnited to positive trhs where the impact involves prismatic shapes -
only. Substantial agreement is indicated at trtis of 60 and above between
experimental loads obtained with the cwrved,-bow model and loads preticted
by theory for a straight-keel model. At 3° trim angle, which is the only
trim involving appreciable bow immersion for which comparisons with theory
are made, the experimental loads are somewhat less than the lads pre-
dicted by theory +or a straight-keel model. Since the experimental data
indicate that the~~heory apparently underestimates loads in the high
trti range, the theory might overestimate these loads in this low trim
range.

Figure 6 shows the variation of maximum load with initial flight-
path angle as predicted by theory (fig. 6(a)) for a straight-bow model
and as obtained from experiment with the curved-bow model (fig. 6(b))
for all of the trims tested. Comparison of the variations shown indi-
cates that the maximum loads obtained with the curved-bow mtiel vary in
a similar manner to those predicted by theory for the straight model;
however, there is a greater spread with trim indicated by theory for the
straight model. Apparently trim angle is of less importance to the maxi-
mum loads of a model of this bow curvature than would be theoretically
expected for a straight-keel model.

The variation of center of pressme at maximum impact load with
initial flight-path angle is shown in figure 7 in coefficient form and
in figure 8 as the ratio of center of pressure to wetted lengbh. From
figure 7 it is seen that at the low angles of trim where the bow is
involved the center of pressure is well forward at tlielow initial flight-
path angles. Figure 8 shows that, where negligible amounts of bow curva-
ture are involved (T = 60 and above), the center of presswe scatters
about a point at 0.5 of the wetted length. However, at conditions of
substantial bow immersion (T = 3° and below) the center of pressure is
in general greater than 0.6 of the wetted length.

The variations of pitching-moment coefficient at maximumload with
initial flight-path angle are shown in figure 9. The general trends of
increasing pitching moment with increased flight-path angle apparently
become more pronounced at the low trim angles where the bow is immersed
(T = 3° and lower).

The variations of maximum draft and draft at maximum load with
Initial flight-path angle are shown in figure 10. Maximum draft
(fig. 10(a)) is shown to be largely independent of trim angle, whereas
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the draft at maximum load (fig. 10(b)) generally increases with trim
.

angle for the.positive trims. The trend of the draft at maximum load
for -3° trim might he explained as in reference 5 by the presence of a ,: r-
reduced-pressure area on part of the bottom at low initial flight-path
angles.” This reduced-pressure area, caused by the flow pattern set up
by initial contact of’the water with the curved bow, reduces the verti-
cal force, which then requires greater time and draft in order to build
up to its maximum value.

The variations of vertical-velocity coefficient at maxinnxnload and
at exit are shown in figure 11 and the variations of time coefficient at
maximum load, at maxhnum draft, and at exit are shown in figure 12. In
general, the variations shown are pretty much of the type expected for a -.

longitudinally straight model. However, the
indications of bow effects at the low angles
to exit are indicated than would be expected
where the bow was not involved.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

time of exit appears to show
of trti where shorter times
from the trends of the trims

An investigationto study the effects of transverse and longitudinal
curvature on impact loads of chine-immersedmodels has been made in the
Langley @act basin by use of a V-bottom model having a dead-rise angle

-.

of 30° tid the forward half longitudinally curved upward on a radius of
10 beams. The impacts were made at fixed trim in smooth water over a +.
range of trti angles of -3° to 30° and initial flight-path angles from
3.5°to 27° and abeam-loading coefficient Of M3.8.

—

At maxjmmm load the curved bow was largely immersed for 3° trim and
below, only slightly immersed at 6° and 9° trim, and not immersed at 15°
and no trim.

The maximum loads obtained with the curved-bow model vary less with
trim angle than the loads yredicted by theory for a straight-keel model.
The experimental loads were less at low trims and greater at high trims
than those predicted by theory for a straight-keelmodel.

The center of pressure at maximum impqct load scattered about the
value of 0.5 of the wetted length for the non-bgw-inmersed impacts and
was in general greater than 0.6 for the bow-immersed impacts. —

Maximum draft was independent of trim angle and apparently unaffected
by bow immersion. However, the time to exit at low trim angles appea~ed
to be less than would be expected from trends where the bow was not
immersed. G—
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Several general observations might be made in regard to the effects
of bow curvature on impact loads of skis or seaplane hulls. First, at
high angles of trim the curved bow would not be expected to enter into
the impact process. This would indicate that impact loads on a ski or
hull of the tested configuration (dead-rise angle of no and straight
keel of 5 beans) and beam-loading coefficient (18.8) should be the same
regardless of curved bow for given fixed-trim landings in the tested
range of smooth-water operation (high trim and low flight-path angles).
Loads for these landing conditions can be reasonably well predicted by
the theory of NACA Report 1152. Secondj the bow.shape apparently does
have an effect on impact loads of this model configuration landing on
the sloping flank of a long wave (low trim and high flight-path angles
relative to water surface). Indications are that the curved bow might
result in reduced loads under these rough-water conditions. Prediction
of loads by theory for these landing conditions has not been closely
checked; therefore, the reduction due to bow curvature is only roughly
indicated.

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Ccmmittee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Vs., June ~, 1957.

.

.
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TAKE II.- DRAFT AT BEGINNING OF CURVATURE IMMERSION FOR

A MODEL WITH X“ DE&D-RISE ANGIE AND CURVED BOW

Zk) Zc,
T>
deg ft ft

(a) (b)

-3 0 0.29
0 0 .29

.26 .55
z ● 53 .81
9 ● 79 1.1

13 1.3 1.6
30 2.5 2.8

s.
Draft at keel curvature immersion.

%h?aft at chine curvature immersion.
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